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Market update and commentary
•
•
•

Despite the April rally, we are not convinced that we are in the clear; preferring to act as if we have had first warning of a bear
market.
Maintaining a relatively cautious approach to market – hoping to have opportunity to deploy more capital into future sell-offs.
Bifurcation between “growth and defensives” 1 and “cyclicals” 2 widens further from already extreme levels.

25-year milestone: On 30 April, Platinum International Fund reached its 25th anniversary, having delivered a return of 11.7% p.a. net of
fees since inception. This compares with the global market return (as measured by MSCI ACWI Index A$) of 6.8% pa. For context, $10,000
invested in the Fund at inception would have risen to over $158,000 over this period vs. under $53,000 if invested in the index. Note that
this assumes full distribution reinvestment.
April 2020 Update: April saw the continuation of a rally from March lows as hope built about the world going “back to work” and enthusiasm
for a medical solution (vaccine and/or treatment) grew, with the portfolio containing some of the prospective winners here.
In simple terms, forced removal of labour from the economy caused a global recession. We have argued that markets will struggle to make
a sustained recovery until there is a clear path to a “return to work”. Our current view is that the market is getting ahead of itself in terms of
enthusiasm. We can see a scenario where we revisit the recent March lows for global markets. These include a slower recovery than
optimists are hoping for, further economic setbacks, and the clear and present danger of a “second wave”.
Our responsibility is to protect investors from permanent impairment of capital and hence we have a “bar bell” approach, with a long
portfolio well-positioned for market recovery, coupled with a significant and actively managed short portfolio to protect from the downside.
Current snapshot: The big uncertainty remains the damage that has been done by recent events. Trying to work out what getting the
economy back to, say, 90% challenges one’s imagination, as does working out who picks up the tab for governments’ efforts to redistribute
the burden. So as of today, we are still some way from “clear vision” but markets after the rally have not fallen that far. We are approaching
it through the lens of the first warning of a bear market, rather than the all-clear. As of 6 May, the portfolio is 89% long, 20% short, for a net
position of 69%. We have 11% exposure to the Australian dollar. The biggest increase in sector exposure has been to travel, where we
seek long-term winners with strong balance sheets who can withstand setbacks.
Perspective: During 2019, we were cautious as valuations moved higher and struggled with divergence between expensive growth /
defensives and the market.
The coronavirus-induced sell-off validated our caution. Energy/Materials were, however, punished again, with an oil shock on top of an
economic slowdown. We are confident in our case for migration to electric vehicles, but there is more uncertainty around the case for
offshore oil capex, so we have not topped up these positions.
Performance: Portfolio outcomes were influenced by markets. The categorisation of “growth and defensive” versus “cyclicals” is instructive,
as is geography, over the sell-off (20 February to 23 March) and the quarter.
Even during the sell-off, Gilead Sciences (leading race for COVID-19 treatment), Moderna (leading COVID-19 vaccine candidate) and
Chinese logistics leader ZTO made positive contributions. China Overseas Land, Tencent and Barrick Gold joined these as top contributors
for the quarter, alongside Nasdaq shorts. An average return 3 for the quarter of 17% from the portfolio’s Health Care names stood out.
Quarter
To 30/04/20
Growth/Defensive
Cyclicals
Shorts & cash/FX
Total
Asia Pacific (Net)
Rest of world (Net)

Average
Weight
%
36
51
18 & 14
69
38
30

Contribution
%

Average
Return %

+1
-9
+1
-8
-3
-7

+2
-18

Sell-Off
20/02 to 23/03
Growth/Defensive
Cyclicals
Shorts & cash/FX
Total
Asia Pacific (Net)
Rest of world (Net)

Average
Weight
%
33
50
17 & 17
66
39
27

Contribution %

-6
-16
+7
-15
-7
-10

Average
Return %
-17
-33

Valuation: Earnings forecasts at this stage have lesser value than normal but we can look at the valuation of the portfolio against historic
earnings to get a sense of the earnings power of the portfolio in a recovery.
Metric
Platinum International Fund
MSCI AC World Net Index (A$)
LTM (Last 12 Months) Earnings Yield
8.3% (Price to Earnings ratio of 12.0x)
6.1% (Price to Earnings ratio of 16.3x)
LTM (Last 12 Months) Dividend Yield
3.2%
3.3%
Price-to-Book-Ratio
1.3
2.0
Enterprise Value-to-Sales
1.2
1.4
The valuations in the table refer to the long portion of the portfolio, excluding negative net earnings, and using FactSet consensus earnings.

Defined for purpose of this report, and used throughout as the following sectors of the MSCI ACWI, with their % returns over the quarter to 30 April 2020 in parenthesis: Health
Care (+3), IT (-3), Communications (-4), Staples (-6), Utilities (-14).
2
Defined for purpose of this report, and used throughout as the following sectors of the MSCI ACWI, with their % returns over the quarter to 30 April 2020 in parenthesis:
Discretionary (-6), Materials (-10), Real Estate (-16) Industrials (-18), Financials (-23), Energy (-27).
3
Average return is Contribution divided by Average Weight.
1

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns.
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ARSN 123 939 471

PUF 322.8% (C Class)
MSCI 186.7%
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ARSN 104 043 110

PAF 858.1% (C Class)
MSCI 398.3%

Market update and commentary

•
•
•

We capitalised on a positive month for the Asia ex-Japan fund by lifting exposure.
We have trimmed exposure subsequent to quarter end.
We have modest exposure to India for now – it is vulnerable to COVID-19 and expensive in our view.

The Fund posted a pleasing return in April, amid improved performance for Asian
markets in general. As the market moved from pessimism to complacency during
April we reduced shorts and deployed cash, assisting performance. Subsequent to
month end we have lowered exposure once again we have noted in past months that
we will be fleet-of-foot in terms of exposure given volatile conditions.
As at the close on Wednesday, 6 May, we are 86% long, of which 52% is in China
and 7% is in India. We currently have no shorts. We have 10% exposure to the
Australian Dollar. Given the current dynamic nature of the evolving situation, this is
changing from day to day.
China is gradually getting back to work, and this may be more of the familiar,
commodity intensive stimulus of the past amid rising unemployment and weak
consumer confidence. For instance, land purchases of the top 100 Chinese housing
companies rose 7.2% on a year ago and 108.9% versus March in April, according to
the China Index Research Institute (Source: BMO). Special bond issuance from
January to April 2020 has exceeded that of the whole of 2019 and over 4,300 major
projects started across China in April, with the total investment amount exceeding
RMB 2.9tn (US$411bn), according to Mysteel. Factory restarts continue to improve
with Hubei at 98%. Thermal coal demand has recovered to 2019 levels. Oil refinery
runs also showed improvement and were up 4% on a week earlier and up 12% on
2019 as refineries take advantage of low crude prices (Source: Bernstein).
A recent survey carried out by Shanghai Metal Markets of Chinese copper wire and
cable fabricators showed a surge in operating rates over the past month. From a
multi-year low in February of 34.5%, operating rates are now over 100% of nameplate
capacity for the first time. This comes amid a surge of orders from the State Grid,
whose budget has been markedly increased this year (Source: BMO).
On the consumer side of the economy, data from Bernstein indicate what may lie
ahead as economies gradually reopen following the coronavirus response. The
number of new cases of COVID-19 in China decreased to 50 in the week of 27 April
(down 40% on the prior week), and the number of deaths was 0 for the second
consecutive week. Inter-city travel as tracked by mobile phone data was up +43% on
a week earlier as a result of the May Day holidays, but compared to May Day 2019
the figure was 43% lower. Total passenger movements on public transport remain in
a 50-60% decline nationally versus a year ago. Macau gaming revenues are
effectively zero due to travel restrictions, with an estimate for May down 90 to 95% on
a year earlier. Auto sales volumes were up +12% on 2019. Baidu Search volumes for
the premium car brands were 20% higher in March and April versus Q4 2019, while
the mass brands were 1% higher. This is perhaps reflective of moves away from
public transport. Search volumes for ride sharing app Didi remained 34% lower than
fourth quarter 2019 levels.
As we have discussed in previous months, we have avoided economic leverage in
non-Japan Asia. This is because investors rushed out of the region from the onset of
the trade war in 2018, which created attractive buying opportunities in high quality
companies, particularly in China. As a result, the portfolio is higher PE and less
contrarian than many may expect. This is offset by the degree to which a holding in
non-Japan Asia, and China in particular, is itself contrarian! Once a durable recovery
is on foot, we will need to pivot toward more cyclical exposures to fully benefit. This
is unlikely to occur imminently and in the recovery of 2015-16 the region’s large, wellknown companies led the equity market’s performance initially.
We have little exposure to India, outside of refining and telco giant Reliance. We
regard the long-term economic story for India as outstanding. In contrast, the market
story is unattractive in the near term. India is one the world’s most expensive equity
markets (see accompanying chart of PEs). Further, with a rudimentary healthcare
system and GDP per capita of just over US$2,000 per capita in 2018 (Source: World
Bank), India is not well placed to deal with COVID-19 in our view.
On 3 May, India recorded its highest jump in COVID-19 cases yet, with 2,644 new
cases and 83 deaths reported in 24 hours. The increase took India's case count to
just over 40,000 as of that date (Source: Economic Times). One must wonder if the
case count is accurate in India. There may be significant under counting in our
view. All of this means we are unlikely to add significantly to Indian exposure in the
near term. Once we get more confidence regarding India’s ability to reopen its
economy we will seek to add to exposure should the market provide well-priced
opportunities. This would likely require genuine herd immunity or a mass produced
and accessible vaccine.

Major market price-earnings ratios - Next 12 months
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Source: Chart 1 – IBES consensus, in local currency. Correct
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Charts 1 and 2 show valuations based on sell-side consensus
estimates. It is worth noting at this stage, that these earnings
forecasts will almost certainly come down substantially to reflect
the impact of coronavirus-related slowdown in the global economy.
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